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ABSTRACT: In the current days, due to covid-19 doctor consultation has been the top issue. It has been difficult for 

the human beings in clinical career to display the sufferers beneath them. With this the docs or the caregivers at the 

moment are capable of supply their complete interest to many sufferers at one time. This paper offers the primary view 

approximately how web is being implemented in consultation to the doctors. Web application for consultation isn't 

always a brand new term, in facts generation (IT), which has been hired to remotely display the fitness of sufferers 

which are positioned now no longer in not unusual place locations, such hospitals or clinical centre. Remote 

consultation to doctor is turning into greater general in current years, specially to support deployments of covid-19 like 

issues offerings run via way of means of home consultation. Web application for consultation and checkup is one of the 

maximum promising answers to address geographical troubles associated with healthcare provisionin g and to enhance 

well timed dissemination of body care-related facts from distantly positioned sufferers to healthcare personnel. In 

addition, web application can alleviate the price burden of healthcare offerings via way of means of moving non -

pressing remedies from healthcare premises to sufferers ’ homes.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

As Web application for medical concerns structures aren't the brand new technological answers within side the tracking 

of sufferers’ fitness, numerous clinical healthcare structures had been deployed to display the indoor or/and remotely 

positioned sufferers’ fitness repute to conquer the emergency instances and to fight towards and diagnos e the crucial 

sicknesses earlier than they come to be worst. To be greater enhanced, the technology referred to as cloud are green and 

scalable answers for current networks and had been gambling wonderful roles in healthcare structures in phrases of 

facts tracking, acquisition, and garage. This facilitates in storing records approximately sufferers, remedies, files etc. 

cloud computing traits are virtually assembled, shared workloads, pay consistent with use, large scale, on needs self -

carrier, offsite generation and dynamic allocations. The files may be saved on servers and accessed thru the net. The 

cloud is personal in addition to public to suit the customer’s purpose. As the cloud is programmable. Any modifications 

made to the cloud could be replicated to the computer systems worried within side the cloud. Therefore, if there is any 

harm to the cloud, the records could be shared to all of the computer systems related to the cloud. 

. 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

The basic methodology of the project remains in the html ,css, JavaScript and mysql database initially we register the 

user with the help of the firebase, the firebase sends the otp to the user which the user enters into for the authorization .   

Once the authorization done the user has to create user name and password for the registration purposes .the data is 

stored in the mysql database so for the login purposes  
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Once the registration is done we can the user can be able to login with the login page from t he web page so that people 

will use that to login   

For the login credentials the user has to provide the user name and password which has been registered and then once 

the password is correct it will get to the information gathering page where the information will be gathered and then 

when the information is gathered the next page is that the symptoms checker page where the symptoms will be checked 

in the various ways for the person to know where he is getting cured or not once it is done next page is that  the patient 

must enter the details of the temperature ,heart beat and pulse rate for the updating to the doctor where doctor will get 

to know the details by the help of this the people will get to know whether he is getting cured or not so there are three  

different modules which is patient module, doctor module and the admin module where the admin module maintains 

both the patient and doctor module there is chat box where the chat box will be helpful for the people to chat with the 

doctor to gather knowledge of the patients health .the finally all data’s will be updated to the mysql databases where it 

stores the values of the patients and doctor can get know by his database. 

Once the database is updated it is stored for the final evaluation purposes it is s end to the doctor where doctor will get 

to know the patient current status it is moreover provides a remainder to the patient to update the information daily to 

the web application so that patients updates it without fail so this is major advantage of it  

And patient can able to fix the appointment to the doctor whenever he need to do it by getting in contact to the doctor 

online where doctors details will be provided nearby doctors data will be provided so that people can use it for the 

reference purposes and there is even a page called as checker even the normal people can be able to check the health 

conditions in that web application so these are the basic methodology of the project what we have done.  

 

III   PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
 

     
 

Often abbreviated as RPM (and sometimes known as remote patient management), remote patient monitoring is a 

method of healthcare delivery that uses the latest  advances in information technology  to gather patient data outside 
of traditional healthcare settings.  
 

IV. PSEUDO CODE 
Step 1:  Register as the new user 

Step 2:  Login 

Step 3:  Enter the login details  

                if (if user id ==  correct id and password == correct password )   

Login into the page. 

               else 

    Register 

               end 

Step 4:  Enter the details 

Step 5: Enter the medical details  

Step 6:  update to the doctor  

Step 7: Logout 

Step 8: End.     
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V.  SIMULATION RESULTS 
 

Given that commercial enterprise structures created with the aid of using net programs are net -primarily based totally, 

they may be accessed 24/7 supplied which you have a web connection. What ’s more, they're definitely flexible, 

imparting get admission to from nearly any tool or browser. With laptop primarily based totally software program, a 

stolen or broken pc may be a totally luxurious and time eating situation; leaving your facts at hazard and requiring you 

to touch your software program company and request for the software program to be re -mounted on a brand new tool. 

With an internet primarily based totally software (with facts saved within side the cloud), you've got the peace of that 

need to your pc system be broken or stolen, it may right away be returned to ‘commercial enterprise as usual’. This is 

due to the fact net programs save facts on far flung service, so long as you realize your URL (net address), person call 

and password, you may log-in securely to any pc or cell tool linked to the net and your commercial enterprise may be 

up and jogging once more in no time. Finally, within side the occasion of lack of facts via human or programme error, 

facts may be fast restored from the cloud. 

By the use of an internet software, you keep away from the trouble and reminiscence utilization of set up software 

program on each tool, you’ll additionally discover net programs much less punishing on older or low spec devices. As 

each PC has a browser, set up time is extraordinarily rapid and may run within side the history at the same time as 

group of workers get on with their different work. Maintenance necessities are normally an awful lot lower, with 

updates and patches rolled out remotely to each tool. A net software has many extraordinary uses, and with the ones 

uses, comes many capacity advantages. Some not unusual place advantages of Web apps encompass - Allowing more 

than one customers get admission to the identical model of an software. Web apps don ’t want to be mounted. Web apps 

may be accessed via diverse structures including a laptop, laptop, or cell. It may be accessed via more than one 

browsers. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
As of using our web application people can easy keep track of their health conditions and consult Doctors as of their 

wish. People can fix appointments with the respective specialist of their requirement. As of the current situa tion the 

population is increasing drastically the required resources of mankind is been held in the edge so they should be used 

wisely. And in addition to that this corona virus has been unleashed its might which affected the human daily routine 

life keeping many people away from crowd or they just Quarantined themselves for safety, as the patients numbers are 

increased the requirements of Hospital bed, medicine, place are needed more than what exist just like pigeon hole 

principle slots and requirements doesn’t compensate each other. So there our web application helps people to take care 

of their health properly by staying inside their homes keeping them and others safe.  
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